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Tom Boyle, CIA, CISA, CFE, CCP, 
MBA Director of Audit Services at 
Palomar Pomerado Health, San Diego, 
Calif., became the new AHIA Board Chair 
on January 1, 2007. New Perspectives took 
that opportunity to interview Tom about 
his goals as Chair, his views on serving 
the profession, and how he has used our 
professional association to further his 
career and personal objectives.

NP: Tom, as you begin your term as 
Chair of AHIA what goals have you set for the 
Association and yourself as Chair?

TB:   I have 4 goals for this year. 
They are:

To improve the organizational 
effectiveness of our association, making 
it both sustainable and able to react to 
changes in our environment. I’d also 
like to utilize technology wherever 
possible to make member access to 
information more convenient.

To continually identify and exceed the 
needs of our members. We recognize 
that our membership is dynamic and 
many people are new to healthcare 
auditing. Their needs are very different 
from members with years of healthcare 
experience and advanced skill levels. 

To identify opportunities to partner 
with similar organizations where 
benefi ts to our members and 
profession can be enhanced. We 
have been pursuing interests in areas 
of compliance, medical auditing, 
pharmaceutical, academia, and 
international auditing for educational, 
as well as networking opportunities.

To elevate the identity of the 
Internal Audit function in the eyes 
of independent boards, senior 
management and peer organizations. 
We all know what a vital role we play 
in our organizations, but this is not 
evident to all of our stakeholders, which 
at times, is challenging to us and limits 
our effectiveness. I believe we have a 
great opportunity to be recognized and 
valued for our knowledge and ability to 
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infl uence change in our organizations 
and industry.

NP: The Board recently completed a 
strategic planning retreat. Can you tell us 
about those plans?

TB: Sure. The themes that emerged 
from our retreat pretty much refl ect my 
goals for the Association. Those revolve 
around:

Our Mission, Vision, and Values

Strategic Alliances

Enhance member value through 
networking opportunities, and

Promoting AHIA as an authority and 
source for healthcare audit issues

NP: How can members help AHIA 
achieve its short and long term goals?

TB: We have an incredible amount of 
talent and knowledge accumulated in our 
1,000-plus members, and AHIA is the single 
strongest instrument for disseminating 
these resources. As you know, our motto is 
“excellence through sharing.”

So I say, get involved, participate; 
as a speaker, committee member, board 
member, or simply sharing time and 
information with peers whether in person, 
through the list-serv, or by phone. A little 
effort goes a long way and everyone has 
something valuable to offer.

NP: What has infl uenced your career the 
most?

TB: I am currently working for an 
incredible person for whom I have a great 
deal of respect. Mike Covert is my CEO 
and he has unique ability as a charismatic 
visionary. He’s like the football coach 
who brings talent out of players that 
they didn’t know they had. Mike has 
transformed several organizations in his 
career and is repeating the process here at 
Palomar Pomerado Health (PPH), as we 
are building the “hospital of the future.” 
Mike and I worked together years ago in 
Sarasota, Florida, and he was the reason 
I returned to internal auditing after a 
few years of consulting in the technology 
industry.
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NP: You mention being in consulting. I 
think some members may associate you as an 
instructor with ACL. Can you give is a brief 
synopsis of your career path so far? 

TB: That’s true. I tried to escape from 
healthcare internal auditing for a few 
years and worked as a Practice Leader 
and Trainer for ACL, a technology fi rm 
that I have used and supported for over a 
dozen years. I worked throughout North 
America and Europe. It was a fantastic 
experience for me, as it expanded my skills 
and knowledge base in other industries. I 
was exposed to many diverse systems and 
approaches to solutions. As a result, this 
has made me more effective in my role. 

In fact, I am still an active Certifi ed 
Trainer for ACL and present a few courses 
a year (using my vacation days). I have 
always been impressed with ACL as a 
company and value their product and 
services bring to our profession. I’m 
fi rmly convinced that a modern auditor 
cannot be effective without keeping 
current with technological tools that are 
so readily available to us.

Earlier this year, I had the distinction 
of being selected as an Examiner 
for the National Malcolm Baldrige 
Quality Awards Program. I am always 
compelled to seek process improvements, 
organizational excellence, and customer 
service. The Baldrige principles so closely 
support an internal control structure that 
I saw a natural harmony to operational 
and managerial audits. I can easily see 
auditors playing a signifi cant role in these 
approaches to improve organizational 
performance; after all, we are in the 
perfect position to do so.

I am now in my fourth healthcare 
organization, in the role of establishing an 
audit function and each time it has been 
a very unique and rewarding challenge. 
Before fi nding my niche as a healthcare 
auditor, I was controller for a small 
manufacturing company and before that, 
a bank manager.

NP: We’ve heard rumors that you have 
appeared on the ‘silver screen’. Is there any 
truth to that?
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Act as if it were impossible to fail.
— Dorothea Brande

We have in our 
industry not so 
much an image 
problem—we 

have a visibility 
problem.

TB: Perhaps the career of an auditor 
occasionally suppresses one’s desire for 
creativity and self-expression. I have 
always found myself balancing many 
interests in my life. It’s so very true that 
life is short and there is not enough time 
to follow all of your dreams. Yes, I have 
appeared as an extra in a handful of 
feature fi lms and have starred in some 
in-house educational videos. Also I’ve 
modeled for a few book covers such as 
Dean Koontz and Mary Higgins Clark. 

But my daughter Amy has me beat 
both in talent and exposure. She is an 
aspiring actress, living in Hollywood and 
has been performing and studying drama 
since she was 8 years old. She’s been in 
dozens of TV shows and several fi lms. 
Of course my hope is to manage her 
fi nances and retire from auditing when 
she makes the big time. We also have 
a son who is living in Colorado, who I 
envy for his opportunity to snowboard 
so often.

NP: Sounds like Amy has quite a career 
underway. Can you advise young auditors 
just starting out how participating in a 
professional association help a person’s career?

TB: It’s absolutely essential! I 
cannot see anyone becoming successful 
in a career like ours, without interaction 
and support of a strong professional 
organization. There is simply too much 
to know and learn for any person to try 
to stay current on his/her own. Being 
involved with AHIA has personally 

helped me become a better auditor and 
leader. My CEO has always supported my 
involvement in AHIA as he recognizes the 
obvious benefi ts of national involvement 
both for me, as well as our organization. 
The basic purpose of AHIA’s existence 
is to help our members become better at 
what they do. This was as true 25 years 
ago as it is today.

NP: The vision for PPH includes 
becoming one of the top 5 district hospital 
systems in the US. How does this ambitious 
vision impact the role of auditing?

TB:  It starts at the top with Michael 
Covert, PPH President and CEO. Michael 
has a clear understanding of auditing and 
ensuring that there are appropriate checks 
and balances in all aspects of the health 
care delivery system. Mike came to PPH 
3 ! years ago and one of the fi rst things 
he did as the new CEO was to bring the 
audit function to the organization.

NP: With your CEO’s vision and PPH’s 
mission so closely aligned, what is the next 
biggest challenge for the audit function and 
your role?

TB:  Clearly Audit must be 
embraced and understood like any other 
department. The biggest challenge is for 
folks to understand the tangible benefi ts 
directly connected to what we do. We 
have in our industry not so much an 
image problem—we have a visibility 
problem. As auditors we must lead the 
discussion not facilitate the discussion 
when it comes to internal auditing. It is 
also an absolute that we provide insights 
and education since the average CEO 
and his or her leadership team might not 
have any experience with the capabilities 
associated with audit.

NP: So, this is a natural segue to your 
vision for internal auditing in a complex, 
forever changing environment.

TB: It’s crucial to have the conscience 
of the organization in a non-threatening 

way help staff, educate staff, and most of 
all engage staff. The process is more art 
than science—but the results are ! bottom 
line and ! anecdotal. For example, we 
need to demonstrate value and we need 
to provide direction and compassionate 
support so every employee understands 
the importance of having the Audit 
function in place.

NP: What do you see as the role and 
impact of internal auditing in a progressive, 
evolving health care organization?

TB: From my personal perspective, 
my organization Palomar Pomerado 
Health is  changing at a remarkable rate. 
What was a little known, two hospital 
system with little name recognition is 
now a top of mind leading health care 
organization, winning national, regional, 
and local acclaim for quality, ethics, 
branding, outcomes, and much more. 
I see the Audit role as integrated in all 
aspects of the business and operations 
model. My role and the value it brings are 
understood by management. 

NP: What’s your favorite sport, Tom? 

TB: I enjoy all kinds of sports and 
athletic activities. I’ve always had a 
passion for volleyball, especially beach 
doubles. There was a time when I was 
playing 7 days a week. I used to play 
volleyball competitively in the former 
USVBA men’s league, where we actually 
qualifi ed to compete in Nationals back 
in the 80’s. Ironically, now that I’m living 
in Southern California, I’m a bit over 
my prime for volleyball, but I try to stay 
active by running, biking or anything 
that’s convenient. I have organized 
volleyball leagues at two of my former 
employers and I’m trying to start some 
employee activities here at PPH. It’s a 
good way to build morale and stay in 
shape when you can have fun doing it. 

NP: Thanks, Tom.  NP
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